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Van de Kamp
says Dukakis
wins debate

Splash down

B) I.isa Hannon
Daily staff writer

(’alitorma’s top law enforcement
till ci al said l)emocratic presidential
candidate Michael Dukakis clearly
ssoii Sunday night’s debate, but it
was no "knock out."
In a telephone interview following
the debate. Attorney General John
Van de Kamp drew a parallel with
the 1%0 Nixon -Kennedy debate.
No one really knew Kennedy. and
Nixon was the incumbent vice president. The same holds true for Dukakis and Vice President George Bush.
Democrat Van de Kamp said. "It
was an important debate for Dukakwiesi.l..people don’t know him very
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Bill Addlespurger, an engineering major, demonstrates proper belly flop technique for a crowd at the Aquatic Center

Belly floppers
dive for prizes
By Martin Cheek
Daily staff writer
Bellies turned red Friday in the
Aquatics Center as SJSU students
demonstrated how to hit water in
the most painful way.
The First Annual Belly Flop
Contest attracted 13 would-be divers who braved the swimming
pool’s sting.
"I have this yearning to cause
pain to my belly." said Rene
Brumfield, a junior majoring in
aviation. "I’m a lousy diver.
The contestant competed for
prizes including a plastic Spuds
Mackenzie dog that lights up. Tshirts and hats, Jack Rikess. a
San Francisco comedian, emceed
the event.
"We’re all out here for fun,"
Rikess said. "You can have a
choice. You can go for the pussy
little (diving) board or you can go
for the big guy."
All the divers belly -flopped
from the high dive.
"We want to hear some skin
hitting the water," Rikess said.
"We want to hear pain."
The contestants dove twice.
with judges scoring them on a
scale from one to 10.
Gerd Lange. a journalism student from Gerniany. might have
had the most unusual dive. He
tied a pillow to his behind, fell on

I would have liked to see more
eiiiiiehacks." he said. "There were
obv ions pla)s to the camera. The ads. ?WU, tried to feed the candidates
lines
He cited examples when Dukakis
called Bush the "Joe Isuzu" of poli-

the edge of the diving board and
sprung into the water.
"I wonted to do something that
the others wouldn’t do." Lange
said. "I just needed an exceptional gag."
Tony Rodrique./. a junior majoring in sports theraps . ss on first
place in the compent sill with a
belly flop he called "the flying
squirrel."
"Thai ’s what I looked like."
he said "I practiced as a child.
Years of practice
On his second effort. Rodriquez became the on.y contestant
to receive a perfect
"All I can do is laugh because
I’m in so much pain." said ,N1111
Maniaci. an undeclared heshman
who took second place in the contest.
Maniaci said she and her friend
Rodriquez simted up late for the
contest. "We %% cam’, going to do
it, but then we talked each other
into it in the last minute
junior maScott Shevelson.
joring in communications. took
third place in the ,intesi
’I’m

upset

,thoill

\

John Van de
Kamp,
Attorney General
tics and when Bush referred to Dukakis as an "iceman."
Van de Kamp said. "Dukakis’ attempt to deal with the domestic issues." was his strongest area of debate.
SJSU students Robert Duran. a
Republican, and Jim Monack, a nonpartisan. believe Dukakis won. too.
"I think it was a good debate,"
said Monack, a junior majoring in
social science. "Dukakis offered viable solutions. He was sharp and
quick."
Duran a junior majoring in finance. said, "So far no one has
shown anything significant."
Bush and Dukakis met head on in
the first of two debate, at Wake Forest University in North Carolina.
They debated issues ranging front
Star Wars to AIDS.
The number one domestic issue tit
the debate dealt with drugs in Amen See DEBATE, back page

Punches thrown for
baseball video game
By Teresa I.yddane
Daily staff writer

Students fight it out in video
games at SJSU every day. But on
Monday . the battle became real.
A tight between two SJSU student, broke out Monday afternoon in
the !lath% ay of the Spartan Pub follov. I lig iii iig.innent over whose turn
It vv as to play .
Klunip,
and Derek
Hieniforth. :.41. began fighting when
K lump cut in line to play. the RBI
Baseball v ideo game, according to
witnesses.

second

dive," he said "I should have
done better II k .Is RIO I never
did a belly flop
1,.I sit\ major,
Tyler Mill :IR..I
entered the coniest dui ing he second round I.xecanse he slept
see I .()\
si ha, 4 rave
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Icr Millard competes in the belly flop contest

Legal struggle

Associated Students protest at Chico
By Stan Carlberg
Daily staff writer

A legal struggle between the administration and Associated Students
at the California State University at
Chico will set precedents that could
affect SJSU student government
power.
The attempted takeover of A.S.
business operations has prompted
Chico’s student government to sue
the university president and California State University executives.
SJSU student officers say the suit,
which will be heard Sept. 30, could
prevent other CSU administrators
from taking advantage of students.
"It’s going to set a precedent that
will say those actions will preclude
any similar actions at San Jose
State." A.S. President Terry McCarthy said Monday.
McCarthy, who has led the SJSU
student government in several legal
clashes with the administration, said
the bold approach of Chico’s A.S.
president could empower other student boards.
The suit, which asks for $5()0.000

Van de Kamp said he thought
Bush’s weakest moment occurred
during his defense of Dan Quayle.
"I really don’t believe he thinks
Quayle was the best choice," he
said.
Ill101’s defense of Quayle "totally
lacks sincerity" and was the "flatles’ :111.W.
Vila de Kamp said the debate forwit ,i it ,Old lacked spontane-

’It was an important
debate for Dukakis.
People don’t know
him very well.’

’It’s going to set a precedent that will say
those actions will preclude any similar
actions at San Jose State.’
Terry
McCarthy,
SJSU Associated Students president
in punitive damages. claims that moposal and countered \41111 IffIC Of
Chico President Robin S Wilson il
111 own. It stated that over the next
legally attempted to take control oh’ 22 years. the university would reA. S. businesses,
ceive an annual income of no less
"He’s oserstepping his bounda- than ii750.000 in profits. Forty perries." said Kristina Doyle, Chico CCM 4,1 that would be used on student
State’s A.S. president.
ado loc.,.
The turmoil between the A. S. and
Wilson refused.
Wilson began early last summer
He continues to defend his posiafter a contract between the two
tion that school administration
ended.
Wilson followed by proposing a should supervise student funds.
"One of my duties as the presipolicy requiring the student government to give its profits to the univer- dent is to supervise the campus funds
and review the salaries." Wilson
sity committee
See PROTEST, hack page
However. the A.S refused the

Hiemforth told Klump that the
game was in use and he would have
to wait. Witnesses said that’s when
the brawl started.
ere a lot of punches
’The] e
it
iii,
. - said a pub employee who
sits the tight
The students continued to shove
and punch each other until Heim forth told K lump to "cool it.**
Klunip continued to hit Heimforth
until an unidentified third man intervened.
Witnesses said the man came out
from the crowd of spectators and

Cars with noisy alarms could get towed
By Sallie Mattison
Daily staff writer

I .ike the boy who cried wolf, car alanns sounding
in SJSU garages are seldom heeded.
But they are getting attention.
Drivers with with auto alarms that go off for no
apparent reason receive a warning. Cars of repeat offenders may be towed at the owner’s expense, according to UPI) Chief "Ric" Abeyta.
"Our concern is the noise pollution to the cam he said. "Professors III nearby buildings have
the w indows open and this creates a problem for
hem."
Aheyta said he would rather not have to tow people’s \::11’s.
’We’re not in the business to make life difficult
for people.’ he said. "But by the %Mlle token, we
have to look out tor the hest interests of the campus
community. .

The biggest problem with the alarms is that thes.
seem hi be set too sen,itively. Abeyta said.
"There are a lot of \ ibrations in the garages." he
said. "Students actually hump into cars in passing.
Ken MacKay. a professor of meteorology said he
won’t take it anymore
’We’re in the process of getting a grievance together,’ said MacKay, K NI teaches in Duncan Hall.
His office window fis erlooks the Sesenth Street garage
"I want ’ern to shut up!" he exclaimed "It’s

completely unacceptable. With the windows open in
warm weather it’s impossible to get work done.
’It’s like Chinese water torture.’’
MacKay said he contacted his teacher’s union representative to find out how to file a grievance The
alarms going off in the parking garages, he said, are a
hazard to education.
"Some days the things are going almost continually.** he said. "I’ve had to cut classes short because
of the alarms. The students couldn’t hear over the
noise."
Ticketing drivers and towing repeat offenders is a
good solution. MacKay said. He also suggested other
alternatives such as sound barriers around the garages
both costly endeavors.
or soundproof buildings
Steve Hodges, a sophomore majoring in business,
thinks the new UPI) policy to tow cars is a great idea.
"(The alami I doesn’t need tube on in the parking
garages." he said.
Hodges doesn’t set the alarm when he parks his
1483 VW Rabbit in the garage.
"It vibrates when you drive by," he said. "I
think the security is good enough here. I have my
alanii on everywhere else. though."
Terrence Gin, a graduate student in chemical en
gineenng who owns a ’t14 Toyota Tercel, disagrees.
"My alarm is on." he said. "I think the warnings
are a good idea. If I got a notice I would probably get
my alarm fixed. If they towed my car. I’d scream
bloody murder."

A
Jo- .111..

began shoving Klump. telling him to
end the fight with Hiemforth. Klunip
ignored the man’s request and
started punching him, too.
The fight continued as the two
men nearly entered the women’s restroom. The man wrestled on the
floor in the restroom doorway, while
Hiemforth tried to break up the fight.
The incident ended when Wiggsy
Sivertsen, chair of the Academic
Senate. identified herself as a faculty
member and told the students to
stop.
University police officers were
called to the scene. A student who
witnessed the fight said, "The UPI)
seemed in control of everything."
Klump and Hiemforth suffered
minor scratches and abrasions. The
third man left the scene.
Witnesses of the fight asked not to
be identified.
The matter will he turned over to
the dean of students, according to
the UPD.
"You never know what people
will fight over," said Lt. Shannon
Maloney.
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Dukakis, Bush:
on the air(heads)
I oin Brokaw opened Sunday night’s debate by calling it a beauty show. He warned viewers not to look too
closely for issues. Appearance and composure would be
the key points.
That appears to be the nature of televised debates.
Twenty-four years ago John Kennedy and Richard
Nixon squared off in the first tele% ised debate between
presidential candidates. Nixon looked sweaty and unshaven while Kennedy appeared suave and attraill%e.
People who listened to the debate on radio thought
Nixon won. But millions of American s testers preferred
the more attractive candidate. This may have made the
difference in that election.
No presidential candidate sinc then has made the
same mistake Nixon did They hasc all looked cool and
well -dressed. Their hair
Analysis
has been perfect. Then
teeth hase been white. Their suits has e not clashed with
the background.
Quite a lot has changed in 28 years. Except the is
sues.
Nixon the ice president ran on the strength of the incumbent administration’s last eight ycais He pushed a
strong defense. He tried to look presidential.
Kennedy from Massachusetts pushed affordable
housing and better education. He decried the incumbent
administration’s military spending.
Sound vaguely familiar.’
No one is sure who v. on the beauty contest Sunday
night ’There did not appear to he a clear winner," Brokaw said afterwards. Does this mean nobody looked
had.’
Tele% ised debates are great fun. If you’ve already
made your mind up. you get to cheer for your man and
boo the other guy. It you’re undecided. you get to window shop and sit back while two very important men try
to v. 111 your trust. You also get a chance to eye a couple
of very expensise suits. hail styles, and ties.
If you tuned in Sunday night looking for issues and
ended up feeling entertained but disatisfied, you can
blame Nixon. He made friends with China, ended the
Vietnam War, and perfected presidential scandal.
He also changed the face of televised debates forever from battles of ideology to battles of appearance.
From Missiles to mousse.
Jeff Elder and Mike Lewis

Growing up
together
Once upon a time. while I was still growing up, I
,:ase birth to a wonderful and incredible baby boy.
He was named Michael. Michael Hobson, Jr. to be
exact
Well, it’s been quite a while now, and that 19 -inch,
six -pound. 13 -and -half-ounce baby has grown several
inches since that miraculous day.
He’s developed into a fine young boy with his mother’s plump cheeks and his father’s pudgy nose. But most
distinct, is his enthusiastic smile -- a quality of both his
parents.
Sometimes. I’ll try to recall those special baby years.
You know, the one that don’t keep and are too far and
few in between.
And it’s not just a
subconscious desire to
forget the days of changing diapers and temper
tantrums.
It’s just the conscious revelation that
this once "little boy" is
now almost grown-up.
Not too grown-up to
tell me that he’s going
out on a date (or one ot
Lorraine Morgan
those "coming of age’ ’
sagas).
nut grown-up enough to tell me how he hates the
way I cut his hair, or perhaps. old enough to practice his
bargaining skills on me, such as "please. please. please,
pretty please." (At which my answer is no. no, no.
nooix) . . well, at least most of the time.
The few times we do fight are when he wants to listen to his noisy rap music. or perhaps wants to spend
’just a few more minutes’ playing his Nintendo game.
And when we do fight, such as in the "Battle of the
Stations" when we try to convince one another that the
other person’s radio station is "crap," I recall a similiar
incident when Michael was young.
But Michael and I do get along. We really do.
He’s really an absolute delight to raise because he’s
well -disciplined and likes everybody. He’s one kid that
refuses to take sides.
These past few years have been a bit rough since I’ve
been going to school full-time. But Michael has been
fully supportive.
I even told him that I would quit to spend more time
with him, but he insisted that I didn’t because he knew
how important it Was to me.
’Just do well,’ he’d tell me. Well Michael. I think I
have. And in just a few more months, we’ll both be
through.
No more nights of studying when I could’ve been
playing with you. And no more days of snapping at you
when I stayed up all night studying fora final.
Yep, that wonderful day will soon be here, and I’ll
have you marching right along my side because we will
both base accomplished this together.
And, it you happen to read my column tin the papei
that 1 accidentally left underneath your pillow), I nisi
want to say thanks.
And also, it’s "I" before ’’F’’ except after
and don’t forget to tuck in your shirt And yes. you have
cat those stretchy things. And nom, you can’t watch
’Nightmare on Elm Street Part IV," and fix your . . .
Anyway. happy 9th birthday.
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Letters to the Editor
Cartoon is sexist
Editor,
Greg Beda’s "Zeke & Goulash"
cartoon (Sept. 16) is sexist and degrading. It is not funny.
First of all, why is a young man
labeling these women as unapproachable? What sterotypes are assumed? Why wouldn’t this young
person want to approach and talk to
an elderly person? Certainly no one
assumes he has intentions of "putting the make" on the elderly
woman.
The cartoon is an insult to the elderly. I. along with many of my
friends, do not like it. Why aren’t
these cartoon strips selected with
more class?
If this is the humor of our young
people, we’re in trouble.
Don’t put a comic strip in the
paper to fill up space
give it true
meaning and humor, not degrading
and humorless nonsense.
Greg Reda. raise your consciousness!
K. Schnieder
Student
Nursing

Behavior upsetting
Editor,
I have been a fan of the Spartan
Volleyball team since 1984. In all of
that time I’ve never witnessed the
type of unruly behavior that was exhibited this past Saturday night.
Perhaps this group of so-called
fans thought they were funny when
they yelled a few obscenities during
the match and taunted the opposing
team. but I found their comments totally uncalled for. They were disrespectful and downright insulting and
seemed to derive more pleasure from
ridiculing the opponents and their
fans than watching the match itself.
If they did cheer on the Spartans they
did so at the wrong time and seemed
to destroy what concentration the

team may have had at that particular
moment.
Hopefully, this group will be able
to keep their mouths shut and their
eyes open long enough to pay close
attention to the other fans for tips on
proper behavior and etiquette. However, if they are just too ignorant to
do so and refuse to act like civilized
human beings, then these clowns
should go back to high school where
such behavior is more acceptable.
and leave the gym to those who
really want to be there.
Gary J. Mansell
Senior
Administration of Justice

Rodeos are cruel
Editor,
Amy Reynolds is correct! Rodeos
are harmful. Serena Griffith, I’m
sorry, but rodeos are considered a
form of animal cruelty by the Humane Society of the United States,
myself and probably many others.
Griffith states how the spurs used are
dull and the strap buckled around a
horses flank is made of fleece and
causes no pain. This may or may not
be true, but that is not even half of it!
Calves are severely abused at rodeos.
An investigative study of rodeo
roping events conducted for the Humane Society of the United States
has found that in calf roping, a 225 pound calf is usually travelling at approximately 27 miles per hour at the
moment it is lassoed. The resulting
force exerted on the calf’s body is
enough to injure the calf, sometimes
severely. As the lariat tightens
around the calf’s neck, the animal is
flipped 180 degrees in the air flat on
its back. Visible injuries to the dazed
or unconscious animal may include dazed abrasions and broken
limbs or homs. Internal injuries may
include hemorrhaging or breathing
difficulties, and the list goes on. Se-

rena Griffith. if you are a member of
the Pro Rodeo and Cowboy Association, it is time you learned what happens to the animals at the rodeo.
You stated in your letter that it
would be crazy to kill an injured animal after just paying $1,000 to 550.000 for it. This could very well be
true, but think about the animal that
got injured.
Rodeos are brutal and inhumane.
Tracy Jensen
Freshman
Social Work

Sports junkies exposed
Editor,
In response to Sean Mulcaster’s
column "A little help for sports junkies," I would like to thank him for
bringing us out of the closet. As I
read his column, I felt as if someone
had been watching me and had the
courage to address my addiction.
As an example. Monday night,
Sept. 19 was a sports junkie’s

dream. NBC had olympic coverage.

on KIPX you could watch the Oakalnd A’s clinch the division title,

and on ABC Monday Night Football
was available. I was in heaven.
The addiction went on as I cut my
date short the other Saturday night so
I could watch the Spartans play Hawaii. I told my date I was sick. I
wasn’t lying.
I think it has come down to not
taking classes in the fall semester.
There isn’t enough time in the day to
get my fix of ESPN Sports Center
and study for my classes. I don’t
know if spring will work either, as
the NBA will be fast-breaking into
my living room. Is there any help out
there?
Once again Sean. thank you for
bringing us out of the closet. God
help us all.
Dan Callison
Senior
Marketing
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Let the relief begin!

Instead of taking away student loans, a
better idea would be trying to interest users
in education or job training.
But the purpose of the bill isn’t to
rehabilitate drug users. It is intended to satisfy
the voters’ thirst for blood.
The representatives must surely know that
the deficit-reducing Gramm-Rudmann Act will
not allow for $2.1 billion to be spent on drugabatement in fiscal 1989. The San Francisco
Chronicle estimates that only about $400 to
$700 million can be used for drug programs
before the spending limit is reached.
If politicians were really interested in
solving the drug problem, they would examine
why so many people find reality so unbearable
that they need to escape. Punishment won’t
lead anywhere unless you deal with the causes.
But taking the problem that far could be
dangerous.
It would call for a re-evaluation of the
structure of our society, which is so beneficial
to some of us.
The bill would provide funds for drug
abuse education and prevention programs, as
well as a National Youth Sports Program.
Unfortunately, federal drug "education"
usually consists of scare tactics, such as the
TV ad with an egg in a frying pan. "This is
drugs. This is your brain on drugs. Any
questions?" a sinister voice asks.
If there are any questions, the politicians
don’t have the answers. They don’t understand
that drug addicts are usually so emotionally
distraught that it’s worth it to them to sacrifice
their bodies to gain peace of mind.
Drug information needs to acknowledge
that drugs do make you feel great. But they’re
deceptive, because while you feel strong and
powerful, you are actually being defeated.
We have to turn our energy from selfdestruction to fighting for a better society
one that benefits all people.
With clear minds and healthy bodies, we
can fight against dishonest politicians and drug
dealers who profit from other people’s misery.
We have to show the candidates that they can’t
use our lives as markers in their superficial
campaign games.
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races from local to presidential levels,
Incandidates profess to "wage war" on
drugs. Politicians answer the voters’
concerns by taking tough stands against users
and dealers.
A result of this phenomenon is the $2.1
billion anti -drug bill passed by the House of
Representatives last week. When the bill was
first introduced, it outlined programs for
education, prevention and rehabilitation. But
after three weeks of debate, amendments were
added that turned it into a cruel, unfair and
illogical document, aimed at punishing drug
users.
Republicans introduced most of the
amendments. But the Democrats, in an
election year, couldn’t afford logo on record
as opposing an anti-drug bill. Only 30
representatives voted against it.
California representative Don Edwards and
the American Civil Liberties Union oppose the
bill, saying it would infringe upon individuals’
rights. lithe Senate passes the bill, illegallyseized evidence could be introduced in drug
trials. At any time, a person’s house could be
searched at the discretion of law enforcement
officers.
In addition to invading personal rights, the
bill adds incredibly harsh penalties for minor
drug violations that are likely to do more harm
than good.
For example, a person found in possession
of small quantities of an illegal drug could be
fined up to $10,000.
This is incredibly stupid. Say a heroin
addict is somehow able to pay the fine. What
good will that do? He is still addicted. How
much dope will he have to push? How many
people will he have to rob and how many
houses will he have to break into to make up
for the loss and sustain his habit?
Those convicted two or more times could
have federal benefits, such as public housing
and student aid, revoked for live years. This
doesn’t make any sense, either. A drug user
who is forced to live in the streets for five
years is unlikely to reform and start a new life.
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Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear from
you our readers.
Your ideas, comments. criticisms and suggestions are encouraged. By listening to our readers
we can better serve the campus community.
Letters to the editor can be on any topic. However personal attacks and letters in poor taste will
not be published.
All letters may be edited for length or libel.
Letters must bear the writer’s name, major, phone
number and class level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the second
floor of Dwight Bente! Hall or to the Student
Union information desk.
F.ditorials are the opinion of a majority of the
Spartan Daily Editorial Hoard. They run without a
byline and appear in the upper left corner.
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dedicate building
help
officials
City
Talking Heads
Who do you think won the Bush-Dukakis debate?

Jose Allan), Junior, Business:
"I only saw part of it. I think Dukakis won because he was attacking
Bush on the main issues like the
arms deal scandal and put him on the
spot. Bush was kind of nervous. He
wasn’t confident."

Joel Brand, Sophomore, Ecomimics: "I think Bush did. I think
he stuck to the issues more than Dukakis instead of attacking Dukakis as
hikakis attacked him."

Shawn Cromwell, Junior, Social Science: "I thought Dukakis
won. I thought he had more control
of the issues, I mean of what he was
saying. He also seemed to formulate
his answers a little better than Bush
did."

Sou yang, Freshman, Engineering: "I think Bush because the
way he talked made many people
take interest and enjoy him. The way
he talked is interesting to people."

By Martin Cheek
Daily staff writer
The
$40 -million
Engineering
Building officially opened in a ribbon -cutting ceremony at noon En day.
A crowd of about 2511 people. including Sen. Al Alquist and Mayor
Tom McFinery attended the event.
David Packard was also present.
Hewlett-Packard donated equipment
to the project.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton cut
a pink ribbon across the main entrace
to the building.
Jay Pinson, dean of the engineering department. thanked Fullerton and Dan Tellep, chair of the
Project ’88 Resource Development
Committee and local companies for
their contributions in getting the
building constructed.
"Over the past few years as a nation, we have seen a relative decline
in our ability to compete internationally." Pinson said. "The key to the
future, to our national economic
well-being is our intellectual knowledge and our ability to compete with
products in the global marketplace."
The new Engineering Building
represents a step toward the future.
Pinson said. Continuation projects
are already planned to keep the
building in tune with new develI mments.
"We need to find solutions to laboratory
upgrading and development ---a never-ending activity
with changing technology," Pinson
said.
In a message published in the dedication pamphlet. Fullerton said.
’Today, we dedicate the new Engineering Building, a facility con-

Economic Student Association:
Meeting, 9:15
S.U. Costanoan
Room. For information 924-5421.
Interviewing
Marketing
Club:
"Interviewing
workshop,
skills
Your Next Employer," 3:30 p.m.,
S.U. Almaden Room. For information call 476-5705.
Campus Ministry Center: Bible
Study. noon, S.U. Montalvo Room.
For information call 298-0204.
Fencing Club: Meeting. 8 p.m..
Spartan Complex Room 89. For information call 286-1995.
Chemistry: Speaker. Dr. Steve
Yates, "Nuclear Chemistry: Definition of Contradiction,’ 4:30 p.m..
Duncan Hall Room 135. For infin
!nation call 924-50(8).

Christian Students Fellowship:
Bible Study. 11:30 a.m., S.U.
Council Chambers. For information
call 268-1411.
Asian
American
Christian
Fellowship: Meeting, 7 p.m.. S.U.
Costanoan Room.
Campus Crusade For Christ:
Tuesday Nite Live, 7:15 p.m., Spartan Memorial. For information call
294-4249.
Tae Kwon Do Club: Practice. 245
p.m., Spartan Complex Room 202
For information call 258-9800.
Associated
Students
Program
Board: Michael McClure arid R.ts
Maniarek, 8 p.m.. S.U. tutu,,
Prieta Room. For information call
924-4598 or 924-6260.

By Sean Mulcaster
Daily staff writer

Since May. SJSil faculty and staff
have had no nearby refuge from students and the rigors of academia.
But in two weeks, after remodeling is completed. the University
Club on Eighth and San Salvador
streets will reopen.
Teresa Estrada. a 29 -year-old senior majoring in design. was hired at
no pay by the University Club’s
house committee to revamp the interior of the sorority house -turned -faculty lounge.
"This is something that we desperatel needed at SJS1.1." said Allison Het sh, an English instructor and
chairperson of the house committee.
’ ’This is a place where faculty can
see colleagues from other departments and interact.
With a budget of $17,000. Estrada
conferred with the house committee
at all levels of the project. She coordinated the paint with the furniture.
designed the bar and improved the
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going on. he said
Another problem with the build
in
is that students i/lust wall
through labs to reach the ot flees
some instructors

Included in the reruns anon is a hoi
"Teresa has been great," Heish also set in the wrong spot. It was
and hug sxreen
said. "She is extremely talented and frustrating.**
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has a great sense of what this takes.
Lighting for the new University along
ith the nevi tin mime .1110
"And handling the board is no Club was completed last week. track hyining. The interior also h
easy feat. She just did it all. Part of Cleaning and final touches w ill he flesh paint.
the reason she worked so well is be- finished (his ss eek for the Oct. 10
"I want to lure more people.
cause she is adventurous."
openimng
Olding to Heist)
RIO/
Seldom can students apply their
coursework while spending other
people’s money.
"I was able to use the design process that we’re learning in the deTuesday 9/27 thru Sunday 10/2
partment.’ said Estrada, who received three units of credit for her
Also featuring
efforts..
Frozen Yogurt
Ice Cream
"We discussed the needs ot theproject and the purpose. 1 came up
.Gyros
Greek
Sandwiches
with sketches and presented them to
the board for their approval. They
Andre’s Ice Cream & Cafe
were things like fabric selections and.
484 E. San Carlos
furnishings.’ she said.
The project was not without corn
(Between 10th & 11th)
plications. To coordinate the furniture, Estrada needed to order fabric
from Ohio and have it shipped to
Denver where it would cover the furniture. But the wrong fabric was sent
Winchester Beers are made nOt here on the premises from the finest
and the project was delayed.
hops and malts available to :mum the freshness and fine taste.
problems
of
a
lot
were
"There
that came up along the way," Estrada said. ’"The fabric for the chairs
was just one of then). When they finished the bar it was the wrong lamination that I had designed. It was
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JOSE STATE SPECIALS
"Friendly local service while you’re at school."
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Serving the Sari Jose State
University Community
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"I think it’s tremendous," said
Brian Mifsud, a junior majoring in
mechanical engineering. "It’s very kind of wish they had waited to open
aesthically pleasing, especially the it because a lot of the labs aren’t
complete.
third floor lobby."
’It’s not ready for .inv one ti.
Ray Vermillion. a junior majoring
rt,m;:s
in materials engineering, said, "I The labs are pretty lieuk

Sponsored by
The Child Development Club

WIDNI SDAY

Doug Duran

From left. .lay Pinson, dean of engineering. Leo Ruth and %lay or Toni
McEnery dedicate the new engineering building,

University Club to open after four-month remodeling

SpartaGuide
TODAY

structed through the cooperative financial support of the state and
community.
’This facility will greatly enhance
our ability to provide the quantity
and quality of engineers needed to
serve our ever-expanding technological society .’ ’ she said.
The public took tours of the building Friday and Saturday afternoon as
pan of the "Destination Downtown’. celebration.
Bob Trammell. assistant to the
dean of engineering, said that 20 students from the engineering department gave tours and explained how
equipment worked. Almost 500 people participated in the tour Friday,
200 to 1(10 people on Saturday.
Patty Devincenzi, a junior majoring in civil engineering who helped
with lours, said that most people
were "pretty excited" about the new
building.
"They were really impressed with
the I.E. (Industrial Engineenngl."
Devincenzi said. Visitors liked the
robotic arm and conveyor belt
among other equipment in the department, she said.
Sanjay Jindal. an electrical engineering graduate who also gave
tours, thought the building would
probably attract students to SJSU.
"After looking at the building.
they (parents) definitely want to send
their kids here," he said.
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Spikers remain undefeated

tit the biggest %l Ms in SJSt ’ Imam y . was mole
painful than the si.iiie indicates
On a dark. rainy . miserable :Menu% in. the
Spartans nailed the Huskies .2M 1111161%s:1y through
the set’Imd quarter. It was a day in tt M. h most
I ea] II, trout California tt ould hate pas Led up and
\ iniie home
’Elie Spartans didn’t
’Hwy rallied, and esentuallv took a 11-28 lead
late in the game. But the Huskies. not malty a
L Onsets alive ground team. went to the an when it
had to and drove 80 y :ink in the timid minutes for
the %iciory
Questions sum tunded all On ea, i 4 the team
hetore the season began het ause SiSt ieturned
only five starters. After a I ’ start, the questions
hadn’t been answered
But against Washington. xt Mt It has appeared in
nine straight him I games, all 01 SJSt’’s m11.110%11%
welt’ told.
could sole against
I Ile Spartans proved the
an one. The defense slum ed it has the i apaliihtx of
stopping a team with a 11M% el WI Of IC11,1 \ e line
And the team displayed more depth than 4. I Inc,
gave them credit.
One

Darren Sabethrii

Spartans are still winners
thatl teams that start off 1-3 normally aren’t
got id And more often than not. are
6ably in tor a long, losing season.
I d be the lust tit say a 1-3 team is sorry. I
glanced at the college football standing% Monday
and sat?, that Virginia Tech. \ hmtphis State. East
Carolina and kion ale all 1 3 I sHi ’t see an of
these teams t wishing the season %suit.’ %.6 umtng
iccoid
But atm watthing and listening to the Spartans’
lust foul games. tlie tie a t est.eption
still nix pick ii ttni he Itie West and
SiSt
ads ance to its thud stiaight Cal howl
I can honestly see them going unbeaten the rest
of the way ’rho,. Ale still ttt. llaN he three,
difficult tests lemammg on the Spat tans. schedule.
Saturdat they meet ’ai. the tollow mg week.
Stantoki. and 1h...obit arch lit al Fresno State will
el% e S.ISF a lough nine
But the Spa i tans. despite losing three of their
Ii st tom games. hat e gained valuable experience
play mg till Mitlable opponents
lii P485. 5.151 has had little nimble generating
44ftense .ind has plaYed re,Ix’,11his ’" ‘P "h ""
defense iigainst abote it er.o2e teams like I tiepin
Jsliinetwi
State. Hart ins and the 1 116e1,1f
Ille I’Sii &teal
HUI I01101.1 Ille
:II I 7111 irked \\ .1hinrh,n. the Spartans
Sall1111:1
k% in as they
ate still NI.%111.
Rem’
PR-Tme l", TI"s "L’d’task. f,teit
"’
/4-9

By Sian (7arlberg
staff writer
S.IMI’s volleyball squad is off to
its best start in the university’s history.
The 13 -ranked Spartans (Sept. 20
NCAA poll) tied a school record
with 11 straight victories with a 3-2
victory
over
come -from -behind
Fresno State l’imersity and a 3-0
landslide victor) against Texas A &
M.
In the Spartans’ first Rig West
Conference match, they took on
long-time foe Fresno State Friday.
After losing their first two
matches, 6-15 and 12-15, they
bounced back, winning the final
three matches 17-15. 15-h and 1512.
"It was a good win for us."
Montgomery said. "We didn’t quit,
came from behind, and won."
Down nearly the entire match, the
Spartans fought their way back in the
third game. from a 15-14 match
point deficit, to defeat the Bulldogs
17- IS.
"We were really nervous and
tense going into the the match. But
what triggered things for us Is that
they lost a little concentration atter
winning the first two matches...
Montgomery said.
’That seemed to lift us, giving us
some breathing room and the momentum gradually moved to our
Daily

S JS111 exhibited other taisitite signs again st th e
Huskies l’he Spartans still)aae51,111, i Will
behind capabilities: the special teams. %k ith the
exception of the kickoff squad. are 111111111dIne. and
the team can play in the rain.
Sure, the Spartans may have desei t ed being
blasted after losing to Oregon State. 41 -211. at
Spartan Stadium.
SJSC. which had beaten New Mexico State
151 lit the previous tt eek. played sloppily against
1 fSl ’ And the Hemel,. despite being in the
Paoli,: III, are usually one ot the weaker teams on
the West Coast.
As it turns out. the 19811 Bea% ei s are tilt lerem
ii iii in past years. OSU already has ovii \s in’, and
has plaNed respectably in its losses to Ariiona t "4
1 .itincl ( ’olorado I 211 211.
The Spartans also &WI’ tell beinni questioned
after losing the Hats :Ill _..1111e. it,’- I he Spartan.
blew-ti I 3-3 halftime lead taste’ than 1 L.,Itt ,:t
"Choke." But thex dnIMI choke. S.ISI. . ,utter
falling behind ;It I ; in the third quarter. almost
,..IIIIe 1%0, to ss iti !he ,,,,,,,

Spartan comeback falls short
A frightening thing happened
io the Washington Huskies Saturday
15-31 come tioni-ahead win
it
’S1.
Spartan comeback.
-trailing 28 II midway through
the second (matte,. SJSU staged a
furious rally by scoring 11 unanswered points to take a 31-28 lead
late in the game.
Alter tying the game 28-211 ui
the first plav of the loath quartet.
it appeared the Spartans had completed one ill the greatest comebacks in SJSL history xt hen placekicker Jim kirk nailed a 14 -yard
Field goal tt thu II/111 Minnie‘, eight
seconds left to play

I he Huskies ti cut’ penalized lot
roughing the kicker on the field
goal. it mg Gilbert the option of
keeping the three points or taking a
jrq dim n and try mg tor a touch dots a ( ;Oen kept the points and
lett the game up to his defense.
Which had held the Huskies to 20
yards total ottense up to that point.
-I felt it was the right thing to
do.- Other’ said Saturday night.
several minutes alter the team ties
ret tailed the PIthy et., and coaches to
campus.
We played haul bin they had
the two long pass plays and then
they ran that option lor the score. It
was demur:di/mg to come hack and
lose like that. Bin it I had to do it
fd do it again."

.Are you taking the
.

Time is Money
Kinko’s
is Copies

Oct. LSAT?

Got last-minute jitters’?
1.tit us give you some last-minute
tips that could
raise your score 3-5 points
in 1 1\2 hours!!

Why waste your valuable time oil
copks? just call Kinktis. We take
care of the copies so you can take
care ol business

house I of 2 free classes:
Santa Clara law School
on 217- liannan I tall
Tues. Sept. 27 11-9:30 pin

Por

1114,lt.

omar

REGISTER

NOW!

WE’RE PASSING
STUDENTS WITH FLYING
COLORS.

They are coining off two big wins
against Arizona and Arizona State.

and the

111111114.

ails

howlers
plus special guest

looters
thursday, sept. 29,
9:00 p.m. at
san jose state’s
student union ballroom

481 E. SAN CARLOS ST
OPEN 7 DAYS

w (411

The Spartans will attempt tit make
it 12 straight tonight when they host
3rd -ranked Stanford Cardinal 18- I I.
The Cardinal ranks high in the
country in many categories Accoid
ing to a Sept. 14 National Poll. tlie
are 10th in hitting percentage 1.3 I 01.
ninth in blocking average 1.1.541
tourth in kill average (16.361 and
and fourth in assist average 114.291.

1nt rim tezetinaftere toll cram antppectraltrucvt’

the copy center

,Itorm.t

Texas head coach Al Givens
Brian Baer Daily staff photographer
thought the Spartans were tough. hut
Lilt, believed that if his team had
Idle Mocker Karl Roberson attempts to block a shot by a
Senior
plaer.i toils full potential, the match
pltiyer (hiring a match on Saturday.
Texas
A&
xi
would have been much closer.
"They played really good deLeading the w:o for the Cardinal of whom are ranked nationally.
fense... he said after the game. "Rut
The game is set Mr 7:30 p.m. at
we had consistency problems. Our are freshinan outside hitter Kristen
passing was weak :mil our sets were Klein and setter 1.;n1I a Asper. both the Spartan ( ix in.
bad. I definitely leelthiutwcuea better team than we showed otil there
tonight. -

the associated students program board, SJSU presents

kinkoss

Stanlord Law School
on 90- basement
1 hors. Sept. 29 8-9:30pin
PrillCet011

Gilbert
AsIt tamed
watched the Huskies CII Sit yards
for the winning linichilittx uu with
under two minutes to go in the contest.
"We made a great comeback
but we lust couldn’t pull it out.
Gilbert said
-It tt :is courageous et tort by
our team against all odds, hut we
gave it our best shot. They were the
biggest and strongest team I have
faced in my entite coaching career.
Their line ’5 .15 bigger than the
Seattle Seahatt Ks. Well. for the Inst 211 !ninnies 01
the game. the Huskies played as if
they were indeed an NIT team.
The Huskies took the opening
kickoff and marched 64 yards for
the games first score. a I 4 -yard
scoring pass from quarterback Cary
Conklin to Brian Fitzgerald.
Then, :Mei taking a SJSU punt
to start the second quarter. the
Huskies completed a 61 -yard scot See F00111.-1/.1.. page 5

ltestiman outside hitter Dawnis
Wilson led the Spartans with 19 digs
and lute aces. Her 15 kills sparked
the Spartan comeback.
In Saturday’s contest against
Texas. the record still loomed over
the Spartans’ heads. but this time the
competition was less imposing.
The Spartans defeated the Aggies
15-12, 15-2 and 15-5. tying the
school record.
"Everybody played well toMontgomery said, shortly
night
after the match. "Overall, our
blocking and defense was executed
really well. -

for more info call 924-6260

cs-
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18 and over with ID
funded by associated students

If you are an Athlete, we need your involvement!
Slots in seven weight divisions need to be filled,

It’s never been easier to qualify for a
Wells Fargo student VISA card.

The spoil to play

The spoil to watch

The sport of the future

Please call loran appointment today

(408) 293-9405
111 West Saint John St

San Jose CA 95113

JOHNNY
JOHNSON
#32
RUNNING BACK

And it’s never been easier for you to apply. Just give us a call
and we’ll take your application over the phone. You need to be
at least a sophomore at a 4-year California college or university.
And a U.S. citizen or permanent resident with a social security
number. You must have a checking or savings account opened
lin at least six monthsand be on good terms with your
bank and any creditors. Finally, you should have at least $200
a month in spending money from verifiable sources alter your
expenses.That’s all it takes to qualify When you do, you’ll be
off to a flying start towards establishing credit.
So get your bank account number and other personal information together and call I -800-642-BANK today.
Call Votils Fargo today and gel 6 months free membership. For a

limited time, you’ll get 6 months tree membership when you qualify
for a Wells Fargo student VISA card. (’all today.

WELLS FARGO STUDENT VISA
1 -800-642-BANK
Moruber I I
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Football: SJSU surprises Huskies
Continued from page 4

Spartans had the ball third and goal
on the two yard line when bruised
and battered quarterback Ken Lutz
found slot receiver Kevin Evans in
the end zone for the score. This
time the snap was good and Kirk
made the extra point. The Spartans
went into the locker room at halftime trailing 28-14.
Despite leaving the game several times with a shoulder injury.
Lutz completed 17 of 28 throws for
195 yards and three touchdowns
and one interception.
"Lutz is bruised and banged up.
but he’s a very tough football player," Gilbert said about his quarterback.
Lutz continued to show the
Huskies how tough he was by connecting with receiver Doug Hooker
in the end zone for another score.
After the ball was tipped by a
Washington defender. Hooker
leaped to spear the ball out of the
air. Kirk’s extra point brought the
Spartans to within seven points at
28-21.
SJSU began the fourth quarter
with 27 -yard touchdown pass play
from Lutz to Johnson and Kirk’s
extra point tied the game at 28-28
with about 14 minutes left in the
game.
The Husky crowd of more
than 61,000 became restless. obviously upset that their team was
being outplayed by a Big West
Conference team. Its one thing to

ing drive. Aaron Jenkins five-yard
run made the score 14-0.
This was followed by a 69-yard
drive resulting in a touchdown
when Husky receiver Brian Slater
beat SJSU cornerback Todd
Granger for a 30 -yard reception.
Tailback Vince Weathersby carried
several Spartan tacklers along with
the football into the end zone for a
13 -yard scoring run to make the
score 28-0 with about seven minutes left in the first half. The game
looked like a rout.
SJSU running back Johnny
Johnson had something to say about
that.
Johnson had his best game as a
Spartan, rushing for 217 yards on
24 carries and one touchdown. He
also had a touchdown receiving.
Johnson was the catalyst for a
comeback that saw the Spartan
offense produce 31 straight points
and an inspired defense hold
Washington to 38 yards total
offense between their fourth and
fifth touchdowns.
"Johnny Johnson was fantastic
today," Gilbert said. "It was wet
and raining but he continued to run
hard."
Johnson began the comeback
with a 64-yard touchdown run with
6:24 left in the second quarter.
SJSU botched the extra -point
attempt leaving the score at 28-6.
With 48 seconds left in the half, the
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sit in the rain and watch a football
game, but to watch SJSU comeback from a 28 -point deficit in
Husky Stadium would have been
unheard of.
The fans were really loud,"
said reserve linebacker and special
teams player Mike Scialabba. It
started off drizzling but when we
came out for the second half, it
started to really rain."
Kirk made Husky fans even
more miserable as he kicked what
appeared to be the game -winning
field goal. But its hard to teach an
old dog a new trick.
Conklin moved the Huskies
downfield after the kickoff. connecting with Slater for two long
passes to put Washington in
Spartan territory. Two plays later
fullback Tony Covington bulled in
from two yards out and the comeback was thwarted. The game
ended when Evans dropped a
fourth down pass from Lutz at the
Huskies’ 30-yard line.
The loss was the third straight
for the Spartans,
but as
Washington may attest. SJSU may
be the best 1-3 team in the nation.
Gilbert said he does not find
solace in moral victories, but was
extremely proud of his team.
"They were an extremely large
team but we battled them to the
end," Gilbert said. "As long as we
stay healthy, we will be a good
football team."

ficial announcement later." said
Roger Jackson, presidentof the Canadian Olympic Association.
Asked if the athlete was Johnson,
who set an astonishing world record
of 9.79 seconds in the 100 Saturday.
Jackson said. "I have nothing further to say."
The International Olympic Committee was expected to make an announcement later Tuesday morning
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Greg Beda

Zeke & Goulash
WHY 00 YOU ALWAYS BUY
OBSCURE RECORDS By GROL/R5
NO ONE HAS EVER HEARD OF?

Canadian athlete flunks drug test
SEOUL. South Korea (AP) -The
Canadian Olympic Association said
Tuesday that one of its athletes
tested positive for using a banned
drug, and a Korean newspaper identified him as 100-meter champion
Ben Johnson.
"One of our athletes has been
identified by the IOC medical commission, but we decline to make any
statement until the IOC makes an of-

David Rose

Snaky
IF Pic

I CAN’T CHECK THEM OUT
AT THE LIBRARY AND MY
FRIENOS DON’T BUY THEM .

Berke Breathed

Bloom County

(Monday evening EDT).
The Hankook Ilbo, a Korean language newspaper, reported the International Olympic Committee’s top
medical officials held an hours-long
meeting to discuss Johnson’s urine
sample.
Richard Pound, the Canadian representative to the IOC, was not accepting telephone calls at his hotel
room, the hotel operator said.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE? Ws
have plan, with quality coverage
at ...fordo.. prices Call Mark FIX
(408)943-9190 for no obligation quo,.
PUT

YOUR CAREER INTO HIGH
GEAR! R.I.P. your resume now
well the prof.slonal car., program Call (406) 243-4070 for de

went. enjoy mothoting & directing your own people Coll Mr
Thornhill AM’s at 243-95135
EARN $11-510.. .11Ing XMAS decor
at home Parties Sept -Nov No In.
vesting. No collodions or deliveries. No risk ideal tor stud...!
Cali now at (406)629-4560

voice & personality Call RICH et
99111-4526
P1 Melte up to
S200 wkiy or more BONUSES.
Xclnt working cond. 2504451

TELEMARKETING

TELEMARKETING! GOLDEN COUNTY
MARKETING currently hes S daytime & 3 mooing fundraising position. avalloble Thom Is no .11ing requIrocir We Sr. looking for
motivated individuals who want

EMPLOYMENT

OPPORTUNITIES
Apply at MARIE CALLENDER’s
2631 N.M. Ave

tolls
STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL

PLAN

Enroll now. Save your teeth, tops
and money too For information
and brochure se. A S office or
call (406)371-6611

AUTOMOTIVE
’Mt DODGE OMNI. 4 sod MM. of.
Call Bob al 287.9586 day.. 62916161 evenings

COMPUTERS
IBM

PC for &We MONITOR
SOFTWARE 5250 lakes It

and
Call

225-7982
MAC

SCSI

HARD

DISK
20 MEG
139500 40 MEG 049500- 1 your
warranty.
FREE
Installation
FREE troinIng Call 679.0934

MARSHALL HAIFSTACK 50 erg heed
5950 Gibson flying V $400 Guild
Alt 0 El 0
Call
w Dern
1450
Kathy at 9244358

FOR SALE
LUDWIG 5 PC with Zildlian high hal
and crash . pante thin. 20 rids &
Her... In22’
China Boy
cluded $500. Doug st 924-8943

HELP WANTED
AUTOMATED VAC ECIPMT OPERATORS n.died on cirsvoyd shift
and weekend shift (26-40 hr wOrk
ineek ) Requires 1-3 yrs nisch or
M. assembly iexp or aqui.. ad in
the science. or computer prog
citizen We offer
Must be US
CIII
regnb
education
100%
415 493-1800, .445, VARIAN
CHILDCARE POSITIONS AVAILABLE.
$5 to 18 hr PT FT positions
Northern Csatornla Nannies, 175
Son Antonio Rd Los Altos. Ca
04022 (415) 949-2933, (415) 9492933
Personable
CLERICAL PART-TIME
sharp & dependable wIth good
phone mannor & typing skills
Fierlbl hours. $400 an hour to
start Call John al 993-0211 tor an
appointment
CLERK RECEPTIONIST. Motel Front
Officer porson WEEKENDS port
Ilme 2 shift. lush Set -Sun days
(7 111,3prn) eves (3.1.11.1)
119M xperlience helpful. mcollont
start We
English must $651
will train qualified individual
Pl.se apply in portion Peppm
Tr. Motor Inn 2112 Monlorey
Hwy , Son Jose
stall
CARE
COUNSELOR DIRECT
needed al local resIdentlai tacitl.
ties for young adults &
cents with sullen & related disabilities Full time & part time
poettions avelleble Starling &GNI 25 hr C01144193953
SHIP JOBS! inumtal Olmn.
Sant & Cermar opporhm Fed pay
World Trove’. Call (Refundeble) I 5I6-4594335 EXT 6404

CRUISa

DRIVERS Must have own
car & Ins Tuition nelenbrunnt an Ml 110 50..000uniatips MOUNMode..
MIKE’s,1275
TAIN

EMERY

led,11.1
Are
St EARN (PART TIME) $25,000
you hoalth conclous, like talking
to people? Ale
deo. this insures your suc.44 As manage

In make
difference In pooples
liv. We offer full or part gine positions Extremely floxible sched-

ENGINEERING MAJORS Interested In
chance to get real world ...ion. during your senior year?
Frflo-Lay has on opportunity for
you to work In
menulacturing

Mos, advanament opportunities,
$4 25 to $12 hr. or commission,
bonu.s. contests. vacation.

.vironmont as a Student Engl.
nem Our San Josel facility has
many maintenonce end produc-

professional .vironrnent S minutes from SJSU For tho herdco0s
tehemarketera. we have 2 openings in our advertising sal. departrn.l. with a salary of 59 5,

tion prol.ts that need compielion In edditIon to the experience,
we’ll pay you 510 an hour 11 0001
intorested, walk over to the Coop-

plus bonuses. If you re step.enc.d or not. 0 hew.. perf.t
lob to HI into your busy igestyli..
For
immediate
consideration.

erative Education Dept, local. in
BulklIng O. and sub". wow.
ENTERTAINMENT SALES Days, MI
III??.. 11
typing 10 key some
knowledge rock to ballet Will
train. apply in person for app
SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE, 912

glve us
THE

Town & Cntry niter, 10.5PM
FT & PT DOCKWORKERS AM & PM.
17 hr P110 start Nixed DIAV printout -drug .r.n and phy.lcs1
paid by company Apply 1634 S
its St . GI Trucking
DEN KITCHEN Tuition reimbursement avail 055, Apply In ...son
Mtn Mikes.1275 Piedmont RO.S.1
IDEAL HOURS

GUARANTEED $6 hr

Make up to 011 hr plus BONUSES Sell bonellt show tickets
by oho. horn our San Jose of.
fl. Peon-Frl 5 30-9 00 PM Sat 91PM Call Duncan at 9140402

LOOKING FOR BRIGHT,

motivated.

enthuslastk graphic closIgn student Inmost,d in sn internship in
Work for credit Greet
op? portunity for Ino.Itldbll mewl en. In a real fest paced working
e nvironment Contact Paul Schat
rel, Any 111.ntIn Ltd .255-4182
&SNEED CASH? 1500 51000 stuffing
...pos. GUARANTEED. Rush
stamped addr.sed envelope to
Box 602678 50 PortMall-Co
land. Or 97202
PART TIME PRE SCHOOL heachor
Hobbit Day Plummy, 571 N 3rd SI
2-6PM, pays 66 hr Must have ECE
units. Coll Meg at 286-0863
RATER BILLER-Dets Entry PT eves.
5-9618 An eye for Mail .nse
of humor most Apply In person
Mter 126111. Condor Freight In..
725 N 71h SI

Se. Barbara

REC EPT1ONIST WORD PROCESSOR
needed.
(light
orrands)
near
downtown reslouront Morning.
Great student... Call 260-4181
RETAIL SALES PT quality persons,
gourmet 10.45.9115 Apply -L ATTAS, Vailly Fab Moe 944-1645
no ...enc.
$7 hr fleeible hours
Reel CMOs, Sunnyvale. 7324443

SECRETARY

*car,

naceeeery

SECURITY OFFICERS AND P411101.
DRIVERS Full end part time posihone, ell WWI No wparlencs
needed We bein Apply Mon -ES
AM.SPM, 240 Meridian At.. San
JOW
TELEMARKETING!, Appointment selling Pert tithe, 6200 WK POSSIBLE, DAILY CASH Walaing dis.
WMts horn campus Afternoon &
...Mg shins available Good

Classified

EXAM FILES Dm Prol..rs throughout thr. USA Exam problems w
the peofossore own detoll. solution. Avails.. for 8 Engin...ring

hie scale for the handicepped
Strictly nonsonfol Coil 371-1433
or 395-3560.

courses. FIT. Calculus. Cionoral
and Org.lc Chemistry. Physics.
& more 20 dIfferont books available at Spartan Elks (downstairs)
& Roberta Bookstore

SEARCH quality wort Resons.
bk. foes Cell Dee .1 292-7029
ELECTROLYSIS. Protessionol HAIR
nemovel, the only permanent
method Ask about III. special
discount for FALL Complimentary consulation by appointment
Call 296-0931.

San Carlos For more Information
oboul why..., call Rov Norb
Firnhaber al 296-0204

THE

Join WSFCU - Your student Credit
Unl.-brenonts include Tultion
Corn BooksComputor Loans
Fre.
pent.. Sevin. Rates
61.0
Check Writing Cashing
fecturew. Hanover 051 5 .0s-

406-976-2002
SOUTH BAY

...... BULLETIN
NOW THERE IS A

BOARD
FAST and *say way to mean gustily
people
for
romance
or
friendship $ocial and sports part-

luable

Membor Privilogo. Cell
947.7273 or drop by our office al
8111 and San Salvador

ners are elso swilabie You may
choose to leave your own me.

924-6350 PH Rate $500 hour
Work Schedule Days, Evenings,
Saturdays
Must have strong

92

PROFESSIONAL

DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree StIchol, formerly of KSJS
You
got the party, we’. got
Ina mu.! Michel Productions
provides. wide variety of music
for your wedding party or danc
at reetionab* rates Cali Desiree

cial is visiting to meet you Hurry.
Cali today. Must be over 18 years
any toil.

or Phli at 249-2/20 or 922-7359.

SERVICES

T-SHIRTS for gator..., sororglies.
clubs. buelne. Custom etreen

communication skills.
WAITRESS

NEEDED

JaPaNTOWN

Call NOBLI .1217-S944
I10

printing on 1111111. GWala. and
twoorIng or using chmnical 0.11
tor. Lot me pormanieritly re
mow your unwonted hair (chin

domonstretor. No collecting, no
delivery, no Investment Wort
own hours $3001.11 yours to loop
FREE Must Co 21 have own car

15% discount to students and faculty Call before Decembor 31
1961.101 gel your firel appl at 1 2

and be responsible. Cali Julie at
994-2187 after 6PM

pri. Unwonted Halr Puppets.
With My Care Gwen Chelgren

FEMALE

lackM. Ousilty work at reasonaSJSU DISCOUNTS
ble rates
Contact Doug at (406) 262-73r7.

DARE IT ALL. Stop shaving, waxing

par hour now until Nov 30th..
a Chrolmas Around The World

HOUSING

RE-

PROOFREADING

EDITING

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP e.ry
Sunday mewling at 10-00 PM at
Campus Chrietion Center, 10111 &

sage or Her six different messages left by others Y. don I
have to do It filo. Someone spe-

SEASONAL & year
round posItion available now

Csil 942-2470

San

UNION (inforrnetion
Center) Is now hiring tor Work
Study positions Pl.. contact
Stephan. Lick or El. RodrIgu.
.1 the Student Union Information,

LIFEGUARDS

Salary Lifeguards 15 50-0445 hr
Pool Managers
17 00-0 60 hr

call 11 264-6132 FOE

STUDENT

7464. 335 S Baywood Av.
J."

Monday through Friday 3-9PM

bikini, tummy, moult... SIC)

SERVICES

WRITING,

RESEARCH
Acedevnic Most.

insistence

Al mat:lents 0h51111. vergers Resumes Rewitt
log Catalog Berkeley (415) 641Ghostwriting

5036.

R E, 559.3500. 1645 S Dimon.
Ave , EC
Half Today Gone To-

TRAVEL

MASSAGE! Using variety of the
repoutic techniques to bring
*boot vtteKly and pirtt Speciall.

NEW ZEALAND’ Got
your attention, mats? New Zeal.. company 1 openings
for a
hm adventurous Arnericens on
Its ’under 30 tours of Australia &
New Zealand White.. rotting.

Mg in chronic pain, .tress, and
movorn.t dysfunction $liding

sailing. dive the gr.I barrier is.
Trim* and party with the worlds

AUSTRALIA.
ROOMMATE

WANTED to
share nice 2 DOrm . 1 bath apartment on Southw.1 Expwy. nom
SJSU Coll Wendt at 287-5568

ROOM FOR RENT, Blossom Volley
area. 20 min trm SJSU. 0375 rno
utll&d.pincl Call 723-7281 eves
WILLOW GLEN, 2 bdrrn, 2 both mid
unIt, many lextros $1011,500 (4011)

BENEFIT FROM

PROFESSIONAL

LOST AND FOUND
$25 REWARD FOR STOLEN btue note
book w Fernando losanoa name
on cover Call 5509261 NO OUES-

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING and
tronscIptIon Elperleno.d Meals

TYPING

typist 20% STUDENT DISCOUNT
By KIM Chrystal at 9234461

4481 -ACCURACY.
ACHIEVEMENT,
ACKNOWLACCOUNTABILITY,
EDGEABLE In typing that’s tops
Trust TONY, 296-2087 Thanks

ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS MET Term
papers. Moses, re.rnes letters
No char. minor edging Rates by
page, hour or lob Former legal

$1 50 per page do.. spec.
Avail.. smon days weekly
trick turnaround all work guar-

...rotary Write Type-972-9430
AMY FOR

-The Perfect Paper"
Low Prke.
pick up and deli,
?
areilable Cell (404)244-2441,

anteed Thenks
AA. When overwhelmed by reports to
be typed, RELAX AND LEAVE
THE TYPING to no Gradual. and

IIAM-SPM
A

Restirms. term papara. Mews. reports of all kinds
STUDENT rates for u de 9015
Avant.* dsy. Imes wookends by
appt Call Anna al 972-4992
A A-1

TYPING SERVICE

Ronson...
rat. Free disk storage Free
pick-up ond delivery Coll 2706534

CALL LINDA TODAY tor experi.c.,
professional word processing
Laser printer. cassette tronscrip.
Hort Tiles., tom papers, group

SECRETARY with computer
bailable night

CI. to school

propects. mum., Mc All form.. including *PA Ali work

and day Rush lobs Sr. my spec,
allty Call P.m .1 )409) 225-5025 or

giferanteod Quick return
area Phone 264Drennan"
4504

(408)225-9009
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY TIME.
Professions!
word-procaselng

ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Thetis specialists Also term pe.
per.. manuscript, screenplays,

.rvicos wtth student discounts
e veliable Offer test turner.nd.
pickup & delivery grimmer editing end guarant. copy
Cell

resume.. ...fitly. Others Iran. diglon Fran SPELCHEK, copy
edit disc stomp. Quick turn.

Pamela le 108)946-31162 to re
mow your 111110 100

around
.25

ABSTRACT WE RE

NOT. academic
word processing our Specially
Guaranteed
quoilty
accuracy
Free disk storage proofing Rea-

EVERGREEN

1..0

Coll

246-

WORDPROCESSING

and typing services On-cempria
pickup dot Letter quail Tex., pax

sons.. rotes W. re lastdopon
granmarexped.ced College aped, so callus with impure
reports. tn-ws
etc at 2514449

Santa Clara

pere.group proucts, th. .
Tif.
Uni.111. etc ANL. MLA.
roman forme. W. guar (25

S.9oc.)

Yrs oell. I Cell Roe (406)274-3664
(low. message)

ACADEMIC & PROFESSIONAL 01111
top publishing & word pr...

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
scadernicbusin...legol

utilizing IBM hardwarcHP Setriesli

word

processing need. Term papers
reports, resurn.,lerners. group
proMdernanuals.the.es. sic Lot
tor quality. All tornots plus APA
Free dlek storage, SPFLCHEK
,punctuatIon,granunar
suns
lance All work guaranteed For
that prolesalonal.quick & dewy"
obil worry -free service 1195 best.
call PAM 11 247-291? (Santa Clara
AFFORDABLE STUDENT & FAT.
ULTY RATES.
GO WITH THE BEST. Take edventage
of our expertlso Top secretarial
Gond. for all your WORD processing needs GrophIcs, letters.
reports, manuscripts, resumes,
term moors th.os
Edging,
grrrunr
O. spell ChCkIng
Lii
work don. On PS Law Penter
or prInlIng from your di. Both
il5M & M. II computers Sp.ial
student discount, Call Printx
WORDWORKS at 253-WORD Of
253-WORK
INFORMATION

LIKE MAGIC Word
processing. ex:Ming. research. re
sum... on.line searching. 111,11
graphics. quiCit refer.ce Libre,
Ian with MI S Call (408)7324192

PAGEWISE

WORD
PROCESSING
AND EDITING Have MA in English. 5 yrs imp Soda /minting obsession velth doing
right. FREE
CAMPUS PICKUP & DELIVERY
Students, faculty. writers bus..

nese molls Eyed with ESL writ.
erg Edll rewrite too Got Ps... (4011) 732-4645
A,14MH,

I ol bees again. This
yew, call s typist who is prl.
VICKI in ALL format. including
APA(NURSING DEPT ) tor AL
your typing mods ( THESES)
Call Linda The Write Type 72)1714. San JosallAM-10P54 Mon
Sat pu del twice daily

WORD

PROCESSING, papers
re
sumo,. manuscripts tom tellers
Experienced professions!
Free
SPELLING CHECK, digit etorage
Call 994411121

mis

1011111M11=111111=IMINIMENIMIMINOMMMIIMMMI=IIMMINM=IMMIMMIIIIM

Print Your

Ad Here

Count approxanately 30 letters and spaces tor each tone)

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day
Two
One
Days
Day
3 tines $3 90 $480
4 Lines $480 $570
5 Lines $570 $660
6 Lines $655 $750
Each Additional L,ne Add $

Three
Days
$525
56)5
$700
$790
90

Four
Days
$5 50
$640
57 30
$E 10

Five
Days
$5 75
$660
$7 50
$840

Each
Extra
Day
$1 00
Si is
Si 30
Li 4%

.....

......

Print Name

ASKED

Semester Rates (All Issues)

PERSONALS

10-14 Lines $70 00
5-9 Lines $5000
15 Plus Lines $9000

ATTN POLITICAL ACTIVIST!! If you’d
lIke In participate in the negistre
lion of low Income Youth-lkeinori-

Address

Phone_

City & State

lip

Phone 924-3277

tleo (the disentrancleted) and have
I commItment to making differ.
In Ma MeCtion CMI C

260 680 To ensure yr paper’s
completlolr on schedule resewol
yr tIno.rly P4-923-2309

TOURS. i415) 948-2160, and ask
about the Contlki specIals Also
oviloble. Europe, met GunIrnr,
Great Trips. Super prices.

2 1 2 BDRM FLAT

1 BORM,I 11TH APT,n.w carpetslinoNun, palM,drapss
rno, $250
Clepoott. close to SJSU 274-9105.

port. & group projects wolcome
Roe. rat., 7 mln Inn campus nr

wintor bro.k so call AUSTRALIA NEW ZEALAND DOWN UNDER

292-3752,11Y OWNER
newt,/ renovated
Clos, to campus large Dockyard,
seem./ do.. a clowning die
posll 0150£ 5800 .00 per me.
297-2960 awnings 295.3152

laser.Word Ported 42 & orPg
Maker Pepars.thosieresurnes. re-

friendliest people You con even
visit Tahiti or Hawaii on the way
back. Its summon thore during our

Enclosed .c S

el

I,ir

Lines

11,15,,

(401)279-5022
CATHOLIC

NEWMAN COMMUNITY
MASS on Sunday evening* 01
6 30 & 8 00 PM, Campus Christian
Cantor, 10111 & San Carlos For
more Info about other actIvgles
cell Father Bob Leger or Sister
Judy Ryon 51 216-0204

ELECTROLYSIS
CLINICUneented
half removed permonently Conndentist by appointment only. 247-

Circles Classification
Announcements
Travel

Help Wanted
Housing
For Sale

Stereo

Typing

Automotive

Personals
Services
Lost 8 Found

SEND CMECK MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS

mated Desk Located inside D8M208

San Jose State University

Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only

San Jose. California 95192

No refunds on cancelled ads

1
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Protest: Chico State students file legal suit

Wheeeeeeeeee

p.,er /
\iid that’s %%hat liii doing
said
Atte’ Ins refusal. the A S acted
hy appealing the matter to the (’SU
W Ann lite Iliad, How .
arise no pc of iitthral rig
!cement a as ananged. Reynolds ad% ised Wilson to take action.
Wilson set up a new hoard to run
the student government and its businesses. He also thieatened to elimiKristina Doyle,
nate the businesses it the A S. did
Chico
Associated
Students
president
.ilipirtme the changes
l -he k S then filed the suit
e did not %ant to go to the leg e. we did not want to go to next 10 years.
organize campus...
cool t.
1)0\ le said in a recent educaDeborah Warren, another member
Doyle said she would be willing to
tion mutual "We were left with no negotiate with Wilson, but after two of SISU’s A.S. board of directors,
alto nails es
attempts to set up a meeting. the also supports Chico’s student govWilson still doesn’t agree with the A.S. has not heard from him.
ernment,
steps the
5 is taking. He said the
"I’m behind them 100 percent."
"We’ve been expecting a resuit Is a 55 ash.’ ml tune and money
sponse, but haven’t received any- she said Monday. "Student shops
"It’s a ’,hi ss a In which they’re thing,- she said. "We’re not going should not be taken over by adminisiesithe it.- he said. "With to meet with him until there’s a re- trations. I would think that administry*
the sun. die re going to lose money sponse."
trations around the system would re%%Inch lies cOlild he spending on
McCarthy called Doyle, "A great alize that the students will not stand
other things
A.S. president. She’s probably one for this."
Wilson has recently added two of the hest presidents Chico has ever
The Chico campus bookstore and
nee; ploposals (Inc would send all had. I’m confident that she will lead food services are two of the busiA.S. prof its dnectly through a uni- the students to victory.’’
nesses independently run by the
Versit% iienoultee, which would
McCarthy ’s impressions of Wil- A.S.
has,. ,iimploe control of how the son were not so glowing.
Since the mid- 1970s, the busimoney Is spent
"He just wants the money and nesses have earned $2.7 million for
Ms’ sit’olld states that the A.S.
control of where it goes," he said. reserve funds. It also projects a
would lemeise 5.7".5 million over the "Without negotiations he tried to re- $6(0,0(X) profit over last year.

’We did not want to go to the legislature,
we did not want to go to court. We were
left with no alternatives.’

GOLD RING SALE
Deaf Counseling, Advocacy and Referral Agency
celebrates its Third Annual Deaf Auareness Day

Debate
From page I
can society. Both Bush and Dukakis
agreed the key to deterring drug use
begins with education.
"We’ve go to do a lot better in education:. Bush said. We’ve got to
instill values into the young people
of our schools."
Dukakis said America made up 5
percent of the world’s population
and consumes 50 percent of the cocaine.
"I agree that values are important.
but our leaders must reflect the values themselves." he said.
Dukakis seind this opportunity to
bring to light the current administration’s dealings with Manuel Noriega
of Panama. Noriega was indicted
earlier this year for drug trafficking
in the United States.
"I want to be a president of the
United States who makes sure that
we never again do business with the
drug -running Panamanian dictator."
Dukakis said.
Bush said, "Seven administrations were dealing with Noriega. It
was the Reagan -Bush adminstration
that brought him to justice."
After the debate. Van de Kamp
said, "Dukakis points at the leadership at the top. Bush’s response on
Noriega was lame_ He still is doing
business with him.
Duran thought Dukakis took the
Noriega example too far.
"He should have used legislation
to prove his point rather than always
using Noriega." he said.
Although education wasn’t extensively discussed, the candidates still
managed to disagree on it.
Dukakis will restore Pell Grants if
he is elected, vice-presidential candidate Lloyd Bentsen said in a
speech last week.
Bentsen said Dukak 1,- education
proposal would allow Students to

Contest
From ,,are I
through the first one. He dove wearing sweat pants and a T-shirt.
"I just woke up," Millard said
"I had no time to change. I threw on
some pants and put on a pair of
shorts.’’
Rikess said he Was so impressed
with Millard’s first belly flop that he
allowed the contestant to try it a second time.
After his second dive, Millard
said. "I saw the score so I think I’ll
change to aerospace so I can think of
a perfect dive."
think it was funny," said Madelyn Quinol, a mathematics major
who watched the event. "Our
’friends were in there and even other
people diving had a lot of spirit...
SISU should have more events
:like the belly flop contest. Quinol
said. "It’ll get the students together
more often . "
Jim Dipiazza. a senior majoring in
advertising, helped judge the contest. He compared the event to the
diving competitions in the Olym-

Larry Strong Daily staff photographer
at the Santa Cruz Beach Boardualk. S.ISI ’s
Talking Hands Club attended the e$ cnt.

take out loans to be repaid over a
lifetime and in proportion to their income.
During the debate. Dukakis said
the current administration has cut educational spending and cut Pell
Grants for students.
Bush disagreed. "The federal
spending for education is up." he
said.
The federal government spends 7
percent on education with the remaining 93 percent of the budget
coming from local and state governments, and private institutions, Bush
said.
Duran and Monack agreed with
Bush that education should be
funded mainly by the state.
The candidates also discussed the
deficit.
From the beginning Dukakis questioned whether Bush was really intent on decreasing the national deficit.
"He is against new taxes," Dukakis said. "What the vice president
proposes is a tax cut for I percent of
the wealthiest people in the United
States . ’
Dukakis proposed to cut the deficit by eliminating certain weapons
he believes the United States can’t
afford and doesn’t need.
He proposed investing in economic growth and collecting the billions of dollars in taxes not paid each
year.
Bush suggested a "flexible
freeze." but never explained the
terms.
"It’s the Republican Party’s and
my concern to bring (the deficit)
down," Bush said.
"We’ve got to get the Democratic
congress under control." he added.
Monack said, "I don’t think the
deficit is a real important issue here.
It seems to be a campaign requirement that the candidates have to dis-

CUSS.

As expected, the death penalty
and abortion were two issues the
candidates strongly disagreed about.
"I favor the death penalt%
Rush
said. "I la\ur adoption. I iron t 1.1%01
abortion . . . . My
position
has
evolved toward life
Bush said the out% in t hal he
would condone an aboi
id be
in the Case of rape. incest on if the
mother’s life was in danger
Dukakis said. "I am opposed to
the death penalty. hut I’m tough on
violent crime.
"The vice president is branding
women as criminals for making this
decision (to have an abortion)." Dukakis said. "It has to be the woman’s decision in her exercise of her
conscience and religion."
Duran said. "I stand behind Bush
on the death penalty. I’d rather put
them in jail for life, but since that’s
cruel and unusual punishment. I support the death penalty."
Monack said, "From an economic
standpoint, the death penalty is
good. But it shouldn’t be used as a
deterrent to crime."
Bush did not go into specifics on
many issues, but extensively defended Dan Quayle.
Bush said. "He took an unfaii.
pounding and kept his head up.
"I see a young roan who was
elected to the Senate two times and
the House of Representatis es two
times," Bush said. "I see a man
who took leadership in the job training act. I see a man who is young
and I put my trust into a generation
of young people...
Dukakis said he didn’t think
Quayle was qualified.
"I doubt that Dan Quayle was the
most intelligent choice," he said
"And to the American people, the
thought of President Quayle is not a
reassuring thought."

Jostens Gold Sale For one week only Order and save on the gold ring of your choice.
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Deposit Required:

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
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$20.00
711111r.

’On i t: vt,dt it%ot if losittrlt,in VieSeiltatiVe for full details See our complete ring selection on display in your college bookstore
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DON’T PHONE HOME
FOR A LOAN
PHONE ET
Est turnaround, deferred interest, loan consolidation and personalized servicewe make the
whole process simple. Because getting an educat ion is complicated enough.
Phone 1st today.

Call 1st Nationwide Bank today about our
fast and easy student loan. Once your completed
application is received, well mail your check
within 3 to 7 days!
Wth some loans, you may be able to postpone
accrued interest payments until after you leave
school. And to make repayment easier, we
also offer loan consolidation and a graduated
payment plan.

1-800-245-0111

1ST
NATIONWIDE
BANK

Pcs
"They don’t like a splash. I want
k big splash, he said. "I think
grace won’t be a factor."
Another judge, industrial technology major Mike Stuart, had several
criteria in iodising the belly floppers.
"Most painful jump. Water displacement. Originality. Biggest gut
Difficulty. Stupidity," he said.

A FEDERAL SAVINGS BANK
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POSTER OFFER
You may order especial group of 5 posters at the low price of $7 00 or you may choose
to order the entire collection of 10 posters for $10 00 Minimum order is five
posters
Check Your Preference:
Group B
Group A
P07
L87-1 Red. White and Bud
Michelob Pin Ups
BPL-58 Spuds Beach Bum
BPL-50 Powder Patrol
L87-11 Busch Bar
L87-2 Label Conscious
L87-3 Spuds Hotdoggin’
BPL-43 Spuds Party Animal
P0-04 Spuds Hang Twenty
L87-7 College Life 101
Group CEntire Collection
Please make your check or money order (no cash) payable to NOW Services. Inc .
and send together with this coupon to NOW Services. Inc PO Box 93292. Atlanta.
GA 30377-0292 Mail order only (no phone orders) Payment must accompany order
coupon All orders shipped postage-paid Allow two weeks from receipt of order for
delivery Offer expires December 31. 1988 Offer good in US A except where
prohibited taxed or otherwise restricted No beer purchase necessary

POSTER
OFFER
GROUP

SHIP TO’
NAME (Please Print)
Street Address or PO Box

SPUDS MAcKENZIE
ma contemn BEACH Bat

City
Zip Code

State

MERCHANDISE OFFER
To get your Bud Light specialty items, indicate itern, quantity and size
Ouantity
Spuds corduroy hat
Spuds alarm clock

$ 750 ea

N1722
AS259

Spuds Tux watch

$13 75 ea

L166

Pink golf shirt

S17 75 ea

H364

SH1085 turquoise golf shin
N1229 Bud Light sunglasses
N677E Bud Light suspenders
H211
Bud Light corduroy ht

$1500 ea

$1795 ea
$ 7 95 ea
S 6 95 ea

BPL-58 Spuds Beach Bum

PD-7 Michelob Pin-Ups

BPL-50 Powder Patrol

POSTER
OFFER
GROUP

S 7 25 ea

la mar by phone
cab loll Imre 1 BOO 553 1987 EMU
OR Mad Order Form 10
Busch Inc
loch In, limed
Si lours MO 63178
Anneuser Mach In, Si Louis MO
Source code - MAX

Size

187-1 Red. White and Bud

Sm., and Marmon ScheduM
II Your Order 101e1s
Please 000

55 A

Please allow 2-4 weeks for delivery Void where prohibited Offer good in the continental U S only Offer good while supplies last This offer is restricted to people of
legal drinking age

SHIP TO.

NAME (Please Print)
Street Address or PO Box
City

State
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187-3 Spuds Hotdoggin’

’Ar-V

A
5H-1085-1urqu0ise Sport

Shirt. 1000/0 cotton.
S. M. L, XL. XXL.
LISSSpuds MacKenzie
Ladies Golf Shirt. You know
the
you love him, so share cotton
news. This pink 1000/0
heart’s
knit shirt declares your
desire with a multi -colored,logo
direct embroidered Spuds
on the left chest. S. M. L.
Made in U.S.A.

187

Conscious

BPL-43 Spuds Party Animal

P0-04 Spuds Hang Twenty

N.
722Spuds
Alarm Clo ck. MacKenzie
IIII.
Wake up to
Spl
ti.s MacKenzie!
alani clock
Wind-up
Part} animal shows the original
Bud light on a surfboard.
for tvith can moves back
way tc starteach second A and
fun
Import3d. the day 41/2" high.
Available April
1988.
1,

AS-259Spuds
Tux Watch.
Let the
help youOriginal Party Animal JP.
keep up with
times. On Me
eceht
IS all dressed
fat.
of i Spuds
just as anyoneup for a night
out.
would
this fun
watch.
petSbe
htiW
second hand
motion
ensures on -time
arrival at
parties all over
Imported.
town.

4 N-1229Bud Light Sunglasses.
Stylish navy blue sunglasses
small Bud Light logo screened
in white on the temple pieces.
Complete with "keeper cord."
Imported.
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H-211Bud Light- Corduroy
Hat. Small wale 100% corduroy navy hat with direct
embroidered white and red
logo. Adjustable tab back
makes one size fit all. Made
in U.S.A.
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